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Marathon GBR CSE Ventilation Guide
It is recommended a minimum of five (5) air changes per hour (ACH) occur (i.e. replace the entire volume of air in the vessel every 12 minutes). API 2016*  If minimum five ACH cannot be achieved the space must be continuously monitored during entry.
 
Local Exhaust Ventilation should be evaluated in cases where 5 ACH can not be achieved. 
 
This shall not be substituted for the required 2000 CFM per hot work task. Refer to PR-1 Confined Space Entry Attachment B.
If minimum flow cannot be achieved, occupants must use Fresh Air.  Contact GBR IH / Safety for an alternative plan.
Air Mover Type (educator/blower w/size)
Installation Location (manway X)
Air Flow Rating (ft/min3)
Total Air Flow Volume (ft/min3)
Each plan must be submitted with a drawing showing installation locations and directional airflow within the CSE!
HexChrome work requires additional controls. Refer to SM-8 HexChrome Exposure Control Att A Work Planning Protocol.
Any additional PPE required for the work to be complete:
Please indicate your MPC Maintenance or TAR Coordinator, the Owning Department Representative and the Area Safety Representative for the corresponding unit.
Version: 9/18/2019
Example Flow for Ventilation
Objective:         Move as much air as possible through the entire vessel to dilute/remove contaminants, released from process residues                            or during hot work on internal components.
 
Requirements:         Air flow indicators must be installed at all work area access points.
                  All openings (pipes or manway flanges) between access point manways and air movers must be sealed with plywood or sheet plastic.
 
Restrictions:         Air Powered fans or blowers can not be used to push air into occupied confined spaces unless an air filtration/continuous monitoring system, approved by GBR  IH, is installed between the compressor and air movers.
Examples of installed ventilation when conducting Hot Work in a vessel.
Configuration                  Impact of Short Circuit                  Reconfiguration
Pull air out from upper most manway(s) and up through vessel to work with convection;Flow indicator(s) must be drawn into the vessel horizontally at all points of entry prior to commencing hot work.
Opening intermediate manways reduces air flow through certain work areas;Increase potential for contaminant build up that can result in elevated metal fume, SO2 and/or CO exposures.
Changes in scope of work can require air mover reconfiguration and/or use of additional air movers to maintain adequate air flow through all works areas.
Horizontal Vessels, Exchangers, Drums
6" flexible hose must be used in conjunection with air movers to ventilate process vessels, drums, or exchangers with only one point of entry.Ensure hose is not pushed into throat of venturi blower, blocking air from internal supply ports - preventing the blower from creating a suction, resulting in inadequate air flow through the hose.
Text
10,000 - 12,000 cfm Air Power Fan (APF) Symbols:
- Draws air contaminants and heat out of the confined space;
- Draws fresh air into the confined space to dilute air contaminants;
- Dilutes air containments released by disturbance of sludge, demister pads, etc.;
- Dilutes and moves hot work generated air contaminates from works area;
- Flow indicator attached to top of APF provides indication of good ventilation rates.
Open Manway/Work Area Access Points/Make Up Air Supply Symbol:
- Air flow indicator attached to top of flange must be drawn into manway horizontally to provide visual verification of good air flow into the vessel.
- Relocation of air movers required to support multiple adjacent open manway.
3000 - 5000 cfm Venturi Blower Symbol:
- Installed outside a vessel;
- Used with 6 inch flexible hose to capture emissions from hot work and discharge to outside the vessel.
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